History

w
Question

Week 2
What impact did the Blitz
have on the UK?

I can place historical events
(using dates) in chronological
order on a timeline making
links to events we have
studied

I can select and use the most
appropriate sources of
evidence to gather
information and recognise
bias

GPS
Reading Spelling

cious/tious

Number: Place Value

Science

I can use commas

Geography

Week 4
What impact did food
rationiong have on families?

Week 5
What impact did clothes
rationiong have on families?

Week 6
Who was Anne Frank and
what imapct did she have?

Week 7
Is it fair that some people
were sent to concentration
camps?
Can you think
of any similarities between
the holocaust and events
happening in the world
today?
I can use dates and abstract
historical terms to critically
analyse historical events

I can make comparisons
between different historical
periods

I can gather information and
recognise bias

I can use dates and abstract
historical terms to critically
analyse historical events

I know what impact food
rationiong had on families

I know what impact clothes
rationiong had on families

I know who Anne Frank was I know that some people were I know when WW2 ended and
and what impact she has had sent to concentration camps how people celebrated
and why

Recap/research WW1 food
rationing. Ch to research
WW2 food rationing.
Comparison table

Propoganda poster

Anne Frank comprehension
Link to British Values and
in reading lesson, watch clips, PSHE - fairness and
read extracts, photos etc
tolerance
Link to Literacry - diary from
Anne Frank's perspective

VE Day celebration waltzing, singing, baking,
ration book, dress up, end of
war speech

Evacuation story

Factfile on Winston Churchill
(significant person)

Diary of Anne Frank

Assessments

Diary of Anne Frank

Week 8
Week 9
When did WW2 end and how
did people celebrate?

I can make assumptions and
ask questions about historical
periods based on evidence

I know how to use commas to I know how to use hyphens to I know how to use hyphens to I know why hyphens are used I know how tovuse commas,
make the meaning clear
make the meaning clear
create compound adjectives
dashes and brackets to show
parenthesis
cial/tial
Ant/ent
ance/ancy
Ence/ency
ible/able
ibly/ably

Dare to Dance(NF)

The Old Photograph (F)

The Great Wall of China(NF)

Lost Dog (P)
The Gentleman in Grey(P)

Kite Flight (P)
A Night with a Wolf (P)

The perfect photo (F)

Assessments

Number: Place Value

Number: Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication
and Division

Number: Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication
and Division

Number: Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication
and Division

Number: Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication
and Division

Number: Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication
and Division

Assessments

How does light behave in
water?
What is refraction?
How does the appearance of
objects change in water?

What are the main parts of
the human eye?

What are the main parts of
the human eye?

I can follow instructions and
dissect an eye.
I can identify parts of the eye.

The Baking Battle (F)

Question

What do you know about
How does light travel?
light? (Pre-assessment using How is a shadow formed?
prompts from the board)
(recap?)
What is a light source? What
are natural and man-made
light sources?

How do we see things?

How does a periscope work? How does light behave in a
When and where are
concave and convex lense?
periscopes used?
What is a concave and
convex lense?

Skills

I can identify a light source
and know if it is natural or
man made.

I can observe how light
travels using a pinhole
camera.
I can us the correct
vocabulary to explain a
shadow.

I can show how light is
reflected from an object an
into our eyes. (diagram or
string)

I can investigate how we can
see around a corner, behind
us and above a table using
mirrors and justify my
methods.
I can draw conclusions from
my findings.

I can investigate how light
I can make predictions about
behaves in a concave and
what I might observe.
convex lense.
I can ask further questions.
I can draw a diagram to show
my findings.

I can draw and label a
diagram of the human eye.

I know how to explain how
light travels and what
happens if that light is
blocked.

I know and can explain how
we see things.

I know how a periscope
works.

I know how light behaves in a I know what refraction is.
concave and convex lense.
I know how light behaves in
water.

I know what the main parts of I know the main parts of the
the human eye are and know eye.
how they help us to see.

Knowledge Pre-assessment – children
draw a spider diagram of
what they already know about
light. (add to this at the end
of the topic with their new
knowledge).
I know what a light source is.

RE

Week 3
What was it like to be
evacuated during WW2?

I can select and use the most
appropriate sources of
evidence to gather
information and recognise
bias.
I can make assumptions and
ask questions about historical
periods based on evidence
Knowledge I know that Chamberlain
I know what the impact of the I know what it was like to be
declared war on Germany.
Blitz was on children in UK? evacuated in WW2
I know when WW2 started
Is it fair that children were
and ended
evacuated?
Activity
Neville Chamberlain's speech Classroom Blitz, variety of
Evacuation walk looking at
Timeline of key events
Blitz sources (diaries from
photos Link to Literacy - story
Blitz victims, photos, video
about being evacuated
and audio clips, newspaper,
account from German
bomber etc). Recognising
bias. Write about impact of
Blitz. Consider things like
impact on city, countryside
Introduce book 'Put out the
Write story
Evacuation story
Light' Plan story

Maths

Writing

Skills

Week 1
Who was in charge, how did
he rule and what impact did
this have?
When did WW2 start and
end?

Question

Which countries were
involved in WW2?

Which UK cities had the most
bombs dropped on them?
Why?
I can use a range of maps to I can locate and plot UK cities
locate and plot countries
which played key roles in
WW2
Knowledge I know which countries fought I know which UK cities
on each side
suffered most during Blitz
Skills

Activity

Colour code map (Allied and
Axis powers) use different
maps, atlases, globes etc)

Plot UK cities - use key for
tonnage of bombs dropped

Question

RELIGIOUS
STORIES
What can we learn from
religious stories?
.

What can we learn from
religious stories?

What can we learn from
religious stories?

.What can we learn from
religious stories?

What can we learn from
religious stories?

What can we learn from
religious stories?

Skills

I can consider why some
texts
from the Torah (e.g. the
Shema), the Bible (e.g. 1
Corinthians 13) and the
Qur’an (e.g. The 1 st Surah,
the Opening) are seen as
sources of wisdom in
different communities.
I can respond thoughtfully to
the ideas found in the texts
with ideas of my own

I can consider why some
texts
from the Torah (e.g. the
Shema), the Bible (e.g. 1
Corinthians 13) and the
Qur’an (e.g. The 1 st Surah,
the Opening) are seen as
sources of wisdom in
different communities.
I can respond thoughtfully to
the ideas found in the texts
with ideas of my own.

I can consider why some
texts
from the Torah (e.g. the
Shema), the Bible (e.g. 1
Corinthians 13) and the
Qur’an (e.g. The 1 st Surah,
the Opening) are seen as
sources of wisdom in
different communities.
I can respond thoughtfully to
the ideas found in the texts
with ideas of my own.

I can consider why some
texts
from the Torah (e.g. the
Shema), the Bible (e.g. 1
Corinthians 13) and the
Qur’an (e.g. The 1 st Surah,
the Opening) are seen as
sources of wisdom in
different communities.
I can respond thoughtfully to
the ideas found in the texts
with ideas of my
own
I can respond to and
ask questions about the text

I can consider why some
texts
from the Torah (e.g. the
Shema), the Bible (e.g. 1
Corinthians 13) and the
Qur’an (e.g. The 1 st Surah,
the Opening) are seen as
sources of wisdom in
different communities.
I can respond thoughtfully to
the ideas found in the texts
with ideas of my
own.

I can consider why some
texts
from the Torah (e.g. the
Shema), the Bible (e.g. 1
Corinthians 13) and the
Qur’an (e.g. The 1 st Surah,
the Opening) are seen as
sources of wisdom in
different communities.
I can respond thoughtfully to
the ideas found in the texts
with ideas of my
own.
I can respond to and ask
questions about the text

I can
respond to and ask questions
about the text

Week 10

Week 11

Art

Computing 1

PSHE

Knowledge I know that there are some
similarities of wisdom from
holy books of differing faiths.
I know how to explain and
use evidence from relevant
texts (holy books) to clarify
my
ideas.
I know what
wisdom Christians get from
Activity
Read
1 Corinthians
1313
ask
reading
1 Corinthians
and respond to questions.
What wisdom do you think
Christians get from this text?
Question
Skills

BEING ME IN MY WORLD
What
my feelings
forfor
the
I can are
identify
my goals
year?
this
year, understand my
fears and worries about the
future and know how to
express them

MFL Design

I know that there are some
similarities of wisdom from
holy books of differing faiths.
I know how to explain and
use evidence from relevant
texts (holy books) to clarify
my ideas.

I know that there are some
similarities of wisdom from
holy books of differing faiths.
I know how to explain and
use evidence from relevant
texts (holy books) to clarify
my ideas.

I know that there are some
similarities of wisdom from
holy books of differing faiths.
I know how to explain and
use evidence from relevant
texts (holy books) to clarify
my ideas.

Look at the 1st Surah of the
Qyr'an, the Opening. What is
it? Why is it important to
Muslims? Compare to the
Shema
How do my needs and wants
from others?
Idiffer
can explain
my own wants
and needs and can compare
these with children in different
communities

Christian story Something
from Old Testament so can
be compared to Jewish story

Jewish story

Islamic story

How do my actions affect
people?
Iother
can make
choices about my
own behaviour because I
understand how rewards and
consequences feel and I
understand how these relate
to my rights and
Iresponsibilities
know that my actions affect
myself and others; I care
about other people’s feelings
and try to empathise with
them
What does the SMART
acronym mean?

How does my behaviour
the group?
Iimpact
can contribute
to the group
and understand how we can
function best as a whole

What is democracy and what
benefits?
Iare
canthe
explain
how democracy
and having a voice benefits
the school community

I know how an individual’s
behaviour can impact on a
group

I know why our school
community benefits from a
Learning Charter and how I
can help others to follow it by
modelling it myself
Can you answer the quiz
questions?

I know that there are
I know that my actions affect
universal rights for all children other people locally and
but for many children these
globally
rights are not met

Question

ESAFETY
What is cyberbullying and
how can I deal with it?

How do I know which
websites are safe to use?

Skills

I can identify strategies to
deal with cyberbullying
I can explain the
consequences to myself and
others of not communicating
kindly and respectfully

I can identify secure websites I can identify information that I can apply my online safety
by identifying privacy seals of I should never
knowledge to my online
approval
share
I activities
can explain the
consequences of sharing too
much about myself online

I can produce a quiz for other I can apply my my safety
children on how to stay safe knowledge to answering quiz
online
questions

Knowledge I know similarities and
differences between inperson and cyber bullying
I know what can happen if I
communicate unkindly and
disrespectfully
Activity
Scenario cards - offer advice

I know ways to check for
secure websites

I know the benefits and
pitfalls of online relationships

I know what the SMART
acronym means

I know how to stay safe
online

Clues can I use/ sheet

SMARTbot scenarios

Make up online safety quiz for Complete each others' quizes
friend to do

Question

What is one-point
perspective?
I can add one-point
perspective to my drawing

Are these topics of
conversation safe? Look at
examples of online chats what would you do?
How can I use one-point
perspectives to draw a street
Iscene?
can add one-point
perspective to my drawing

How can I use one-point
perspectives to draw a street
Iscene?
can add one-point
perspective to my drawing

Which pencil should I use?

How can i shade my picture?

I can shoose suitable grades
of pencil

I can use shading techniques

Who is Vincent van Gogh?

Knowledge I know who Vincent van Gogh
was, when he lived and why
he was important in the art
world
Activity
Factfile on Vincent van Gogh

MUSIC

I know that there are some
similarities of wisdom from
holy books of differing faiths.
I know how to explain and
use evidence from relevant
texts (holy books) to clarify
my ideas.
I
know why theI1st Surah is
important to Muslims

Knowledge I know how to feel welcomed
and valued and know how to
make others feel the same

Skills

PE

I know that there are some
similarities of wisdom from
holy books of differing faiths.
I know how to explain and
use evidence from relevant
texts (holy books) to clarify
my
ideas.
know why the Shema from
the Torah is important to
Look
Jews at the Shema from the
Torah. What is it? Why is it
important to Jews? Why is it
also found in the Old
Testament?
What rights do children have?
I can explain my own wants
and needs and can compare
these with children in different
communities

What information should I
share and not share with
online friends?

I know where the vanishing
point, horizon line and
perspective lines are
To identify perspective
feactures on van Gogh's
paintings
Use onepoint perspective to draw a
roomr

How do I stay safe online?

I know how to stay safe
online

I know which pencil to use for I know different shading
different effects
techniques
Use one-point perspective to
draw a street scene

Draw Blitz street scene using Shade in Blitz street scene
one-point perspective

Shade in Blitz street scene

Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
I can understand and say
numbers 0 – 10 with correct
pronunciation.

I can participate in a short
I can participate in a short
I can follow simple classroom I can follow simple classroom I can introduce myself and
I can introduce myself and
I can understand and say
exchange greeting someone. exchange greeting someone. commands.
commands.
ask and answer the question, ask and answer the question, numbers 11 – 15 with correct
‘What’s your name?’
‘What’s your name?’
pronunciation.
I can understand and respond
to the question, ‘How old are
you?’
Knowledge I know how to say numbers 0- I know how to participate in a I know how to participate in a I know how to follow simple
I know how to follow simple
I know how to intriduce
I know how to intriduce
I know how to say numbers
10 using the correct
short exchange to greet
short exchange to greet
classroom instructions
classroom instructions
myself and a to ask others
myself and a to ask others
11 - 15 with the correct
pronumciation
someone.
someone.
what is your name
what is your name
pronumciation. I know how to
ask others their name.
Question
How does this song make
What does this song make
How can you tell a story
How do you perform to an
What is an ensemble?
What is an ensemble?
How do you give feedback to How do you give feedback to
you feel?
you think of?
through singing?
audience?
a performance?
a performance?
Skills
I can identify the purpose of
I can identify the elements of I can take part in a two part
I can perform to an audience I can perform one part as an I can perform one part as an I can reflect on my
I can reflect on my
Music
different
piecesthe
of
song
theuse
story
through effectively.
ensemble.
composition
some
composition
some
Knowledge the
I know
how to identify a piece Music
I knowin
how
to describe
I knowtelling
how to
emotion
I know how to stand correctly ensemble.
I know how to perform with
I know how to perform with
I know how tousing
use Music
I know how tousing
use Music
Music
and
compare
emotion.
specific
terminology
terminology
in a Pop style.
main elements of music.
through singing.
and use voice projection to
others.
others.
terminology to give feedback. specific
terminology
to give feedback.
similarities and differences.
make an effective
performance.
Question
Can I dribble then shoot?
Can I shield the ball?
How can I use different body Can I take an effective throw Can I shoot under pressure? How do I play center midfield?
parts to control the ball from in / corner?
the air?
Skills
I can dribble the ball then
I can use my body to shield
I can use my foot, knee and
I can take a throw in and a
I can shoot when a defender I can attack and defend
shoot towards goal when the the ball away from an
chest to control the ball from corner kick
is closing me down /
opportunity arises
opponent
the air
attempting to tackle me
Knowledge I know I need to wait for the
right opportunity to shoot

I know why shielding is
important (keeps possession
and could draw a foul)

I know I need to make a
decision which body part to
use depending on the
trajectory of the ball

I know the correct technique I know I need to get my shot
for taking a throw in and the away before the defender
optimum way to take a corner tackles me

I know the center midfielder
contributes towards both
attack and defence

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

What is adaptation?
Why do plants and animals
adapt to the environment that
they are living in?
Why do plants and animals
have to adapt to their
environment?

What is evolution?
How can adaptation lead
to/affect evolution?
Who was Charles Darwin?

What is evolution?
How can adaptation lead
to/affect evolution?
Who was Charles Darwin?

How have human beings
evolved?

What is a fossil?
How do fossils tell us
information about the past?
****Use in the Mining Topic
(Summer term) if no time

I can give suggestions as to
how plants and
animals have adapted to suit
their environment.
I can label a plant or animal
to show how they have
adapted to their environment.
cording to the habitat.
I can group adaptations ac

I understand how adaptation
can lead to evolution.
I can make comparisons from
diagrams to explain
howcertain living things have
evolved.

I understand how adaptation I understand that people have
can lead to evolution.
different beliefs.
I can make comparisons from I can make comparisons.
diagrams to explain
howcertain living things have
evolved.

I can recognise that living
things have changed over
time and that fossils provide
information about livingthings
that inhabited the Earth
millions of years ago

Knowledge I know why an iceberg floats I know the meaning of
I know how certain plants and
I know what an iceberg is and inheritance and know that
animals have adapted to suit
how it forms (geog link)
offspring inherit features from their environment.
their parents.

I know who Charles Darwin
is, what he studied and what
he found out.
I know what evolution is.
I can give examples of how
certain species have evolved.

I know who Charles Darwin
I can know phases of human
is, what he studied and what evolution
he found out.
I know what evolution is.
I can give examples of how
certain species have evolved.

I know what a fossil is and
how it can give information
about the past.

Question

What are the similarities and What are the consequences
differences between the lives of human activity on our
of the Inuit and someone in
planet?
the UK?

Science History

Spring Term
Week 1
Week 2
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Assessment and topic hook - What is inheritance?
icebergs.
Why are offspring different to
their parents?

Geography

Skills

I can make predictions and
careful observations of what
happens when an ice balloon
is placed in water.

I can recognise that living
things produce offspring of
the same kind but that
normally offspring vary and
are not identical to their
parents.
I can make comparisons
between a living thing and its
parents.
I can design a new breed

Where are the polar regions? What are the key features of
polar regions?

Skills

I can use a range of
resources to locate key
places
Knowledge I know where the polar
regions are

I can compare the
characteristics of different
regions
I know the key features of
polar regions

What are the challenges of
living in the Arctic?

I can explain the challenges
of living in the Arctic

I can compare the
characteristics of different
regions
I know the challenges of living I know similarities and
in the Arctic
differences between the lives
of an Inuit and someone in
the UK

How can I look after the
environment to reduce our
carbon footprint?

I can identify key features of
global warming in the Arctic

I can identify ways to reduce
our carbon footprint

I know the consequences of
human activity on our planet
and understand how some of
these aspects have changed
over time
Watch 2 clips of polar bears
in Arctic - 50 years ago and
today. How has it changed?
What has caused this?
Photos of each image to
annotate
Persuasion
Plan and write a leaflet for
the YWP/Letter to MP

I know how I can look after
the environment to reduce
our carbon footprint

Activity

Map of world - identify
Venn diagram to compare
continents , oceans and polar Arctic and Antarctica
regions

Chromebook research into
challenges. Present in Inuit
speech bubble

Compare life of an Inuit with
life of someone from the UK

English

Poetry
Northern lights
Zone of relevance
Haiku (on chrome books)
I know how to use colons and
semi-colons in a list

Report
Report on polar bear

Report
Report on polar

Persuasion
Plan and write a leaflet for
the YWP/Letter to MP

I know how to use semicolons to mark boundaries

I know how to use colons to
mark boundaries

I know how to use dashes to I know how to use colons,
mark boundaries
semi-colons and dashes to
mark boundaries

I know how to use
punctuation correctly

Spellings
Topic words

Spellings
fer

Spellings
Hyphens

Spellings
ie/ei words

Spellings
Silent letters

GPS

Week 8

What will be the
consequences if we don't
reduce our carbon footprint?
Why do people continue to
damage the environment?
I can explain what will happen
if we continue to damage our
world
I know the consequences if
we don't reduce our carbon
footprint

Small group projects different ways to reduce
carbon footprint (eg recycling, turning lights off
etc)

Letter from a child of the
future (2200) Why didn't you
help? Look what our world is
like now….

Discussion
Should animals be kept in
captivity?

Discussion
Should animals be kept in
captivity?

Spellings
homophones

RE

Spellings
ough
Reading

Inside the World of Jam(NF)

Question

CELEBRATIONS/FESTIVAL
S
Who celebrates
what and why?

Skills

I can explore and respond
thoughtfully to the
spiritual paths of Muslims and
Jews including celebrations
and
festivals, using a range of
sources of
wisdom

PSHE

Knowledge I know the main Christian
festivals

Activity

Recap Christian festivals and
when they are in the year

Question

CELEBRATING
DIFFERENCE
What is normal?
I can empathise with people
who are different

Computing 1

Skills

An Underground City (F)

Great Wall of China (NF)

A Visit to Baba Yaka(F)

Out in the Snow (P)
The River's Story(P)

Chioke's Chance (F)

I can explore and respond
thoughtfully to the
spiritual paths of Muslims and
Jews including celebrations
and
festivals, using a range of
sources of wisdom

I can explore and respond
thoughtfully to the
spiritual paths of Muslims and
Jews including celebrations
and
festivals, using a range of
sources of wisdom

I can explore and respond
thoughtfully to the
spiritual paths of Muslims and
Jews including celebrations
and
festivals, using a range of
sources of wisdom

I can explore and respond
thoughtfully to the
spiritual paths of Muslims and
Jews including celebrations
and
festivals, using a range of
sources of
wisdom
I can explore a
Jewish festivals

I know what Ramadam is and I know what Eid is and why it
why it is important
is important

I know what Passover is and
why it is important

I know what Hanukkah is and
why it is important

How does being different
affect someone's life?

How can I react to bullying?

How does it feel to be
excluded?

I can show that I am aware of I can explain some of the
my attitude towards people
ways in which one person or
who are different
a group can have power over
another

/ Assesments

Research a Jewish festival
(eg Yom Kippur, Rosh
Hashanah etc)
How can I appreciate people? What affects can difference
have?

I can tell you a range of
I can give examples of people
strategies for managing my
with disabilities who lead
feelings in bullying situations amazing lives
and for problem-solving when
I’m part of one

I can explain ways in which
difference can be a source of
conflict and a cause for
celebration

Knowledge I know that there are different I know how being different
perceptions about what
could affect someone’s life
normal means

I know how it can feel to be
excluded or treated badly by
being different in some way

I know some of the reasons
why people use bullying
behaviours

I know how to appreciate
people for who they are

Question

Who was Charles Babbage?
Why is he important?

How has technology
impacted the world?

What is the world wide web?

What is copyright?

What are my rights when
online?

I can research the life of
Charles Babbage

I can identify ways in which
technological developments
have impacted the world

I can identify the difference
between the world wibe web
and the internet

I can explain what copyright
is and how to avoid it

I can explain my legal and
human rights when online

I know who Charles Babbage I know how technological
was, why he was important
development has impacted
and what impact he had
the world

I know what the world wide
web is and how it can be
used or misused

I know what copyright is and
how to avoid it

I know my legal and human
rights when online

Fractions

Fractions

Fractions

Fractions

Geometry: Position and
Direction

Assessments

Who is Pablo Picasso? Why
is he an important artist?
What impact did he have on
future artists?

How can colour be used to
create mood?

Why is proportion important?

How can create a visually
How can create a visually
How can be pattern and detail How can colours be layered
interesting piece be created
interesting piece be created
be used to create a
for effect?
by combining tints and tones? by combining tints and tones? snowflake?

I can create a colour palette
based upon the style of
Picasso

I can draw an animal using
I can use the qualities of
basic shapes as a guide such acrylic to create a visually
as ovals
interesting piece

Skills

IMPACT OF HUMANS
How has technology
developed over time?
I can identify how technology
has developed over time
I can research technological
development

Knowledge I know how technology has
developed over time

I know how to show empathy
with people in either situation

Art Maths

Activity

Question

Skills

I can use the qualities of
acrylic to create a visually
interesting piece

How can a mould provide
stability and form?

I can create a snowflake with I can build up layers of colour I can use sculpture to show
accurate pattern and fine
life-like qualities and real-life
detail
proprtions

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

Art
PE

MUSIC

MFL Design

Knowledge I know who Pablo Picosso
I know which tones and tints
was and what type of artist
to combine to create mood
he was. I know why he had a
blue period.
Activity
Factfile on Picasso
Colour palette - acrylic
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
I can understand and say the
name of 8 colours.
I know how to pronounce the
letter j in Spanish.
Knowledge I cknow how to say the name
of 8 colours.
I know how to pronounce the
letter
Spanish.
Question
What jisinform?
Skills
I can identify the different
Knowledge Isections.
know how describe simple
forms ternary and binary.
Question
Can I pass avoid being
tagged?
Skills
I can dodge and evade a
defender

I know how to use proportion

I know which tones and tints
to combine to create mood

Draw polar bear and split into paint polar bear
sections

I can understand and say 11
colours.

I can write a short sentence in I can follow a short nativity
Spanish to accompany
dialogue.
display work.
I can perform a role in a class
nativity play.
I know how to say say 11
I know how to write a short
I know how to follow a short
colours.
sentence in Spanish to
nativity dialogue.
accompany display work.
I know how to perform a role
in
a class
nativity play.
What does Rondo mean?
What are rhythms?
What
are rhythms?
I can identify the different
I can compose using simple I can compose using simple
Isections.
know how describe simple
Inotation.
know how to read simple
Inotation.
know how to read simple
forms rondo.
notation to identify rhythms.
notation to identify rhythms.
How do I line up to restart
Can I tackle during a game? play?
Can I play 7 v 7?
I can take part in a full format
I can tackle an opponent with
game of tag rugby
the ball during a game
I can get back into my team
situation
formation after a try

Knowledge
I know I need to move quickly I know after I've tackled to
to avoid being tagged
place the tag on the floor

I know I need to be onside
and in line with my
teammates

I know the different aspects of
a game of tag rugby

I know which tones and tints
to combine to create mood

I know how to use a visual
elements to reflect the
purpose of the work

I know how to build up layers I know use moulds to provide
of colours
stability and form

paint polar bear

print snowflake on sheet

print snowflake on bag for
Xmas Fayre

I can follow a short nativity
dialogue.
I can perform a role in a class
nativity play.
I know how to follow a short
nativity dialogue.
I know how to perform a role
in
a class
How
couldnativity
we useplay.
tomy
create
our own
Imnemonics
can develop
feedback
Rondo
composition?
practice
andthe
Ithrough
know how
to apply
feedback
+ Ito
can
perform
Rondo
form
create
my own
simple rhythmic
patterns from
composition.
- WRITTEN
notation.
COMPOSITION
+
PRACTICAL

I know some details of how
Christmas is celebrated in
Spain.

I know five typical items of
vocabulary for presents.

I know some details of how
Christmas is celebrated in
Spain.
How could we use
tomy
create
our own
Imnemonics
can develop
feedback
Rondo
composition?
practice
andthe
Ithrough
know how
to apply
feedback
+ Ito
can
perform
Rondo
form
create
my own
simple rhythmic
patterns from
composition.
- WRITTEN
notation.
COMPOSITION
+
PRACTICAL

I know five typical items of
vocabulary for presents.
How could you further
the piece
of Music
Idevelop
can develop
my feedback
you've
practice
and on what
Ithrough
know been
how
topractising?
reflect
feedback.
others
say about my
performance and use the
feedback to aid my Musical
development.

papier mache polar bear

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Report of the heart

Discussion - should people
be allowed to live forever?
Beneath the Waves (F)

Discussion - should people be
allowed to live forever?
The Problem with Plastic (NF)

Week 5

Week 6

week 7

week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

Week 12

Personification - description I
am heart
From Sketches to Cinema
(NF)
revision - I know how to
identify adjectives and
adverbs
al, el, il, le

Persuasive radio advert sell
potion paper
Cows on the Beach (P)
Alternative Santa (P)
revision - I know how to
identify nouns and
verbs
al, el, il, le

Persuasive radio advert sell
potion paper
Diving the Depths (NF)

story chrome book

story chrome book

diary

diary

A Trip to the Circus (P)
If You Can't Go Over … (P)
I know how to identify
different word
classes
ure

Fiction past papers

Non-fiction past papers

I know how to use
grammatical
terms
Negativ
e prefixes
(il, un, mis, im, in, dis)

Welcome to York (P)
The Dragonfly (P)
I know how to use
I know how to use synonyms
apostrophes for omission and and
prepositions
Y5/Y6
antonyms
Statutory spellings
Y5/Y
6 Statutory spellings

Number: Algebra

Number: Algebra

Measurement: Converting
Measures

Measurement: Perimeter,
Area, Volume

Number: Ratio

Number: Ratio

How does exercise affect
pulse rate?

Does the age and gender of a What are the components of
person affect the resting
blood? and what are their
pulse rate?
function?

How are nutrients and water
transported in animals
including humans?
What are blood vessels and
what do they do?

What do we need for our
bodies to function well?
How do we keep a healthy
heart?

Chioke's Chance (F)

The Angel of the North (NF)

I know how to identify the
subject and object in a
sentence
Silent
letters 2

I know how to recognise and I know how to recognise and I know how to use the past
use active and passive
use the subjunctive
progressive
verbs
homophones form
shun
tense
urals

Number: Decimals

MATHS

MATHS

Number: Decimals

Science

GPS and REA Engli
spelling DIN sh
G

History

Week 1
Spring 1 Term
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Activity
Report of the heart

Question

Where are the main organs of What is the function of each
the human body?
part of the heart?
What are the main parts of
the heart?
**** Book CPR training this
term

RE Geograp
hy

Skills

I can identify and name the
main parts of the human
circulatory system

I can locate the main parts of the I can accurately measure
heart
pulse rates

I can collect and record data I can use research skills to
I can follow instructions to
using a scattter graph
find the components of blood. make blood.
I can draw conclusions from I can describe the functions of
my results.
blood.
I can seek patterns in results.

I can make predictions
I can carry out a fair test.

Knowledge I know the location of the
main organs
I know the main parts of the
heart

I know the function of each
part of the heart

I know the main parts of the
human circulatory system

I know where the main parts of
the heart are

I know the affect of exercise
on the puse rate

I know why resting pulse
rates may differ.

I know the role of veins,
arteries and capillaries and
how they affect blood flow.

Activity

Dog biscuit topic launch construct a skeleton
Draw and label heart diagram
Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
SIGNIFICANT PEOPLE
How has Martin Luther King
changed the world?

match functions of parts of
heart to the name

create circularitory system
using red and blue paper
straws

Pigs heart dissection

taking pulse rates (homework Create scatter graph to show Write - explain the purpose of Make blood.
different age ranges for pulse pulse rate results
each componat.
rates)

How has Martin Luther King
changed the world?

How has Mohandas Gandhi
changed the world?

How has Mohandas Gandhi
changed the world?

How has Mother Tereasa
changed the world?

Skills

I can explain the impact that
Martin Luther King had on
society today

I can explain the impact that
Mohandas Gandhi had on
society today

I know the sgnificant causes
he has inspired/influenced

I can explain the impact that
Martin Luther King had on
society today

PSHE

Where does right and wrong
come from?

How did the universe begin?
Is there a creator?

I can explain the impact that
I can explain the impact that
Mohandas Gandhi had on society Mother Tereasa had on
today
society today

I can explain the impact that
Mother Tereasa had on
society today

I can explain which leader
has had the most impact on
society today

I can discuss and apply my
own ideas about ethical
questions

I can discuss and apply my
own ideas about ethical
questions

I can discuss and apply my
own ideas about ethical
questions

I know the features of
inspiring and influential
leaders

I know the significant causes he
has inspired/influenced

I know the features of
inspiring and influential
leaders

I know the significantt causes I know what makes an
she has inspired/influenced
inspiring leader

Explain what impact he has had
on society

Research life of Mother
Tereasa

Explain what impact she has
had on society

Explain what makes people
inspiring

Discussion. Express opinions Discussion. Express opinions Discussion. Express opinions Link to 10 Commandments

Can I give and receive
praise?

HEALTHY ME
How can I look after my
physical and emotional
health?
I can take responsibility for
my health and make choices
that benefit my health and
well-being

What effects will drugs have? What is exploitation?

Question

DREAMS AND GOALS
How motivated am I?

How will I reach my goals?

How do I feel about problems How can I help to make the world How can I help to make the
in the world?
a better place?
world a better place?

I can set success criteria so
that I will know whether I
have reached my goal

I can identify problems in the
world that concern me and
talk to other people about
them

SCRATCH
What is Scratch? How do I
create animations?
I can use logical reasoning to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs
I can work with variables
I can deconstruct a problem
into smaller steps
I can create appropraite
animations for a story

straw experiment

Is everybody equal?

Research life of Mohandas
Gandhi

Skills

I know the ratio of
components in blood.

From these leaders, who has BELONGING
Is it OK to lie?
had the most impact on
What does it mean to belong?
society today?
Who do I identify with/as?
What is fair?
Do animals have rights?

Research life of Martin Luther Explain what impact he has
KIng
had on society

Question

I know the different
components of blood.

Assessmnent

How does diet, exercise and **** Book CPR training
drugs affect how our bodies
function?
What health problems can
result from eating an
unbalanced diet/ unhealthy
lifestyle?
*** PSHE link with drugs
I can research and list what
I can describe possible health
we need for our bodies to
effects of unbalanced diets
function well.
from data provided. Such as
calcium
deficiency -rickets etc
I can make comparisons
between how our bodies
function due to a
I know what a balanced diet I know the impact of diet,
healthy/unhealthy lifestyle.
is and its benefits.
exercise, drugs (medicines
I can research health
I know the benefits of regular and recreational drugs)
problems related to unhealthy
exercise.
and lifestyle on the way their
lifestyles
bodies function.
Advantages to the body of a Disadvantages to the body of
healthy lifestyle
a healthy lifestyle

How has Mother Tereasa
changed the world?

Activity

I can explain my learning
strengths and can set
challenging but realistic goals
for myself (e.g. one in-school
goal and one out-ofschool
Knowledge Igoal)
know why it is important to
stretch the boundaries of my
current learning

Computing 1

What does blood look like?

I can explain the function of
each part of the heart

Skills

Art

Number: Percentages

What is the circulatory system Where are the main parts of the
and why do we need it?
heart?
Which parts of our body make
up the circulatory system?
How does the circulatory
system work?

I know how to identify
conjunctions, determiners
and
prepositions
C as s
sound
Measurement: Perimeter,
Area, Volume

I can show where the main
organs are
I can label the main parts of
the heart

Knowledge I know the features of
inspiring and influential
leaders

Design

Number: Percentages

Personification - description I
am heart
Detective Nimble and the
Falcon Fugitive (F)
I know how to use the past
perfect
pl tense
ay/ey

I know how to work out the
learning steps I need to take
to reach my goal and
understand how to motivate
myself to work on these

I can describe some ways in
I can empathise with people who which I can work with other
are suffering or who are living in people to help make the
difficult situations
world a better place

I can discuss and apply my
own ideas about ethical
questions

I can name different types of
drugs and their uses and their
effects on the body
particularly the liver and heart

I can give praise and
compliments to other people
when I recognise their
contributions and
I know how I can work with other I know why I am motivated to Iachievements
know what some people in I know how to care for my
people to help make the world a do this
my class like or admire about physical and emotional health I know how to find ways to be
better place
me and can accept their
happy and cope with life’s
praise
situations without using drugs

I know the emotions I
experience when I consider
people in the world who are
suffering or living in difficult
situations
How do I control the timings? How can i control the visibility How do I sequence events?
of objects?

I can discuss and apply my
own ideas about ethical
questions

I can suggest ways that
someone who is being
exploited can help
themselves

How can I avoid being
pressurised?

I can suggest strategies
someone could use to avoid
being pressurised

I understand that some
people can be exploited and
made to do things that are
against the law

I know why some people join
gangs and the risks this
involves

S

What is emotional wellbeing? How can I manage stress?

I can explain what it means to I can use different strategies
be emotionally well and can
to manage stress and
explore people’s attitudes
pressure
towards mental health/illness
I know what stress is, how to
recognise it and the triggers
that cause this and I
understand how stress can
cause drug and alcohol
misuse.
How will I promote my game? How successful was my
game and my promotion?
I know how to help myself
feel emotionally healthy and
can recognise when I need
help with this

How do I add voice sounds?

How do I add interactive
features?

DESIGN A GAME
What game should I design?

How can I present my
findings?

What game should I design?

How do companies use
websites to promote their
games?

I can use logical reasoning to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs
I can work with variables
I can deconstruct a problem
into smaller steps
I can structure and control the
timing of events

I can use logical reasoning to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs
I can work with variables
I can deconstruct a problem
into smaller steps
I can control when objects
need to be visible

I can use logical reasoning to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs
I can work with variables
I can deconstruct a problem into
smaller steps
I can sequence events to create
a story narrative

I can use logical reasoning to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs
I can work with variables
I can deconstruct a problem
into smaller steps
I can add voice sounds to
enhance an animated story

I can use logical reasoning to
detect and correct errors in
algorithms and programs
I can work with variables
I can deconstruct a problem
into smaller steps
I can add interactive use
features to a scene or story

I can select, use and combine
the appropriate technology
tools to create different
effects that will have an
impact on others
I
can research game types to
inform planning

I can select, use and combine
the appropriate technology
tools to create different
effects that will have an
impact on others
I can present my research by
combining a range of media

I can select, use and combine
the appropriate technology
tools to create different
effects that will have an
impact on others
I can use Scratch to create a
simple game

I can select, use and combine
the appropriate technology
tools to create different
effects that will have an
impact on others
I can compare websites

I can select, use and combine
the appropriate technology
tools to create different
effects that will have an
impact on others
I can design appropriate
advertising materials to
promote a product

I can select, use and combine
the appropriate technology
tools to create different
effects that will have an
impact on others
I can evaluate my game and
promotion

Knowledge I know how to create
animations for a story

I know how to structure and
control the timing of events

I know how to control the
visibility of objects

I know how to sequence events

I know how to add voice
sounds

I know how to add interactive I know how to carry out
features
research

I know how I can present my
research

I know how to use Scratch to
design a game

I know what needs including
on a website

I know how to promote my
game

I know how to evaluate

Activity

Follow activity sheet Animating a Scene

Follow activity sheet Broadcast a Message

Follow activity sheet - Show
and Hide

Follow activity sheet - Sequence
a Story

Follow activity sheet - Adding Follow activity sheet - Getting Research different games
Audio
Interactive

Present research findings

Use Scratch to design a
game

Look at 3 websites and
compare

Design promotional advert

Evaluation sheet

Question

Who was Wayne Thiebauld
and what inspired his style?

How are pastel colours
created?

How can I make my sketch
and painting appear 3D?

How can I make my sketch and
painting appear 3D?

How do I add shadow?

How do I use clay?

Which brushes and paint
should I use?

Skills

I can arrange objects to
create a visually-appealing
image

I can create a pastel colour
palette

I can lightly sketch before
painting to combine line and
colour

I can create tones and tints of
pastel colours for 3D effect

I can use graded pencils to
add shadow

I can show life-like qualities
and real-life proprtions

I can create a colour palette
based on colours observed

Knowledge I know what inspired Wayne
Thiebauld's style

I know how to mix pastel
colors

I know how to make pastel
colours appear 3D

I know how to select a
suitable pencil

I know how to use clay tools
to carve and add shape,
texture and pattern

I know how to mix tints and
tones of colours

Activity

Create
Sketch sweets
viewfinder
colo
ur mixing with watercolours

paint

use pencils to add writing and
shadows

Create clay heart

paint clay heart

Question

Skills

collaborative factfile on
Wayne
Thiebauld
arrange love heart
sweets into picture and
photograph

Which is the most functional
and aesthetic cushion?

Which stitch is best for joining What sewing skills can I use How can I fasten my
two pieces of fabric together? to decorate my cushion?
cushion? Which is the most
suitable?
I can investigate and analyse I can explore different ways to I can explore different ways to I can explore different ways to
a range of existing cushions join fabric using sewing skills decorate fabric using sewing create fastenings
skills

Which elements will you
include in your design?

Can you follow your design to Has your cushion been
make your cushion?
successful? Why?

I can design my cushion
cover aimed at a specific
individual

I can follow my design and
I can evaluate my final design
show precision, using a range against a criteria
of sewing techniques

Design
MFL
MUSIC
PE

Knowledge

I know how to compare and
contrast existing products

I know which stitch is best for I know how to use 3 different
a particular purpose
sewing techniques

I know how to evaluate my
design against given criteria

Look at different cushions compare and contrast

Try out running stitch,
backstitch, overstitch, zigzag
stitch

I know how to use 3 fastening I know which sewing
methods
techniques will be the most
suitable in my design
Try out sewing button or bead Try out envelope fold, snap
Design cushion - annotate
onto fabric, embroider a
fasteners, buttons and button with type of fastening, type of
shape onto fabric, applique
holes
stitches, decorating

I know how to use a range of
sewing techniques

Activity

SEWING DAY to create
cushion

Evaluation sheet

I can say the days of the
week with the correct
pronunciation.

I can say the months of the
year with the correct
pronunciation.
I can recognise the months of
the year in written form.

I can say the months of the
year with the correct
pronunciation.
I can recognise the months of
the year in written form.

I can say three weather
conditions.
I know that different countries
have different ways of
celebrating events such as
Easter

I can say three weather
conditions.
I know that different countries
have different ways of
celebrating events such as
Easter

I know how to say the days of Iknow how to say the months
the week with the correct
of the year with the correct
pronunciation.
pronunciation.
I can recognise the months of
the year in written form.

I know how to say the months
of the year with the correct
pronunciation.
I know how to recognise the
months of the year in written
form.

I know how to say three
weather conditions.
I know that different countries
have different ways of
celebrating events such as
Easter

I know how to say three
weather conditions.
I know that different countries
have different ways of
celebrating events such as
Easter

How could your performance be
Iimproved?
can develop my performance
practice
feedback.
Ithrough
know how
I can and
improve
my
performance.
IWhat
am able
to key
givesteps
feedback
is the
3 to
others
based
on
their
sequence?
performance.
I can attempt the different key
step
3 movements
I know
how to link body
management, floor exercises
and vaulting

What are the indentifying
of this
Ifeatures
can develop
myinstrument?
performance
practice
and feedback.
Ithrough
know the
indentifying
features
of this instrument.
Why would we put different
levels in a routine?

What family does this
belong
to?rhythmic
Iinstrument
can perform
simple
melodic
patterns
the
Iand
know
how to
identifyon
which
instrument.
family
the chosen instrument
belongs
to
and
name
Can you explain what other
transition
instruments
in
the
same
family
or formation means?

How could you develop your
on the chosen
Iskills
can perform
simpleintrument?
rhythmic
melodic
patterns
the
Iand
know
how to
furtheron
develop
instrument.
my
skills on the chosen
instrument.
What is a double jump?

I can include different levels
within
cheer
usinglevels
arm you
I know the
what
different
motions
can use and that they make a
routine/sequence more creative

I can include different
transitions
formations
i know whatand
transition
and
within
my routine
formation
means and can show
different ways in my group

Question
Skills

I can understand and say the
names of six fruits.
I can understand and respond
to the question, ‘Es bueno
para la salud?’

I can understand and say the
names of six fruits.
I can understand and respond
to the question, ‘Es bueno
para la salud?’

I can make up a rhythm and
chant a list of food items.
I can listen to and respond to
an authentic Spanish poem
and an extended text.

I can make up a rhythm and
chant a list of food items.
I can listen to and respond to an
authentic Spanish poem and an
extended text.

Knowledge I know how to say the names
of six fruits.
I know how to understand
and respond to the question,
‘Es bueno para la salud?’

I know how to say the names
of six fruits.
I know how to understand
and respond to the question,
‘Es bueno para la salud?

I know how to make up a
rhythm and chant a list of
food items.
I know how to listen to and
respond to an authentic
Spanish poem and an
extended text.

I know how to make up a rhythm I know how to say the days
and chant a list of food items.
of the week with the correct
I know how to listen to and
pronunciation
respond to an authentic Spanish
poem and an extended text.

Question
Skills
Knowledge
Activity
Skills

What is a polyrhythm?
I can develop my performance
practice
and feedback.
Ithrough
know what
a polyrythm
is.
I am able to sing an African
song.
- PRACTICAL
How do
I link balances together
with a partner?

What is a rhythm square?
What is call and response?
I can compose a rhythmic
I can compose rhythmic phrases.
Iphrases.
know what a rhythm square is. I know what call and response is.

I can link different balances with
movement
pairs
I know I caninuse
a number of
movements to link balances
together (jump, spin, roll etc)

I can safely attempt to perform
aI know
walkover
what a walkover looks
like

Where is Africa?
I can lead in a group
Iperformance
know where the continent of
Africa
is.
GYMNASTICS
ICan
know
some African
I remember
how to safely
Instruments
- PRACTICAL
perform forwards
and
backwards rolls?
Knowledge I can remember the correct
technique
for
forwards
I know I can use my rollsand
as part
backwards
rolls
of my sequence work

What is a walkover?

I can say the days of the
week with the correct
pronunciation.

How could your performance be
Iimproved?
can develop my performance
practice
feedback.
Ithrough
know how
I can and
improve
my
performance.
I
am able
to givethrough
feedback
to
What is a round off dismount?
How
do I squat
and
others
based
on
their
straddle over when vaulting?
performance.
I can safely perform a round off
I can perform a squat through /
dismount
offaaround
piece of
over
on a piece
of
I know what
offapparatus
should look straddle
I know the
difference
between
a
like and why I need to be safe when apparatus
squat through and straddle over
performing off apparatus
(leg position)

What is notation?
I can interpret simple notation.
I know how to identify notation
and
use it to aid my instrument
Cheerleading
playing.
Can i demonstrate 6 different
arm motions with the correct 'E'
facing the front?
I can link different arm motions
to
the whole
I know
which cheer
'E to associate
with each arm motion

What other strategies could you
help you
be anrhythmic
Iuse
cantoperform
simple
independent
learner?
melodic
patterns
the
Iand
know
how to
use theon
SPOT
instrument.
strategy
to aid me in becoming
an
independent
learner.
Can you explain the
difference
between a thigh stand and an
advanced thigh stand?
I can link 2 jumps together with I can put a routine together
the
correct
incluing
an difference
advanced thigh
stand
I know
howtechnique.
to link 2 jumps
I know the
between
a
together with the correct jump thigh stand and an advaneced
technique and landing
thigh stand and can explain
what the 4 positions do

How can I improve my
Iperformance?
can develop my performance
practice
and feedback.
Ithrough
know how
to improve
my
performance using different
strategies.
What makes a stunt harder?
I can do a straddle sit with my
group
it within
the2
i knowand
howinclude
to explain
at least
routine
positions for the straddle sit

History

summer Term
Question

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Question

The solar system
What is the solar system?
What can be found in the
solar system?
How does gravity affect the
solar system?
Why do the planets orbit the
sun?
Why are all the planets
spherical?

Day, year, season
How is a day calculated
How is a year calculated?
What causes the seasons?

The Moon
The Sun
How does gravity affect the
How was the sun formed?
orbit of the moon around
What is a solar eclipse?
Earth?
What is a lunar eclipse?
What are the phases of the
moon.
How does the elliptical orbit of
the moon change its
appearance from Earth?

Stars and Satellites
Puberty/Growing up
How do satellites stay in orbit How do our bodies change as we get older and
and how do we use them?
why?
What is a star?
What is a constellation?

Skills

I can explain why the planets
orbit the sun.
I can explain how the planets
in our Solar System orbit the
Sun.
Use relevant scientific
vocabulary to report on their
findings, answer questions
and justify their conclusions
based on evidence collected,
identify improvements, further
questions & predictions.
I can apply my knowledge to
explain why the geocentric
model of the solar system
was inaccurate

I can explain how the Earth’s
orbit causes seasons.
I can show how a day and
year is calculated using a
torch.

Use relevant scientific
vocabulary to report on their
findings, answer questions
and justify their conclusions
based on evidence collected,
identify improvements, further
questions & predictions.

Use relevant scientific
vocabulary to report on their
findings, answer questions
and justify their conclusions
based on evidence collected,
identify improvements, further
questions & predictions.

Report on and validate their
findings, answer questions
and justify their methods,
opinions and conclusions,
and use their results to
suggest improvements to
their methodology, separate
facts from opinions, pose
further questions and make
predictions for what they
might observe.
Examining the different life
stages of a star
and exploring the names and
shapes of
some famous constellations.

I can describe the changes to the male and
female body during puberty.
I can explain the parts of the female reproductive
system
I can explain the parts of the male reproductive
system

I know that gravity of the
moon is weaker than on
earth.
I know the phases of the
moon. I can explain what
causes a lunar eclipse. I
know the appearance of the
size & position of the moon
relates to its elliptical orbit.

I know how to explain how
the sun was formed.
I know how to explain how
the Solar eclipse happens

I know why satelites are
used.
I know how satelites stay in
orbit.
I know what a constellation is
and can name some.

I know puberty begins between 8-14yrs. I know
that both sexes experiece hormones which
cause changes in the body (oestrogen and
testosterone). I know that both sexes experience
body odour/more sweat, hair growth, pubic hair,
getting taller, etc. I know that girls develop
breasts and begin to menstruate. I know that
boys penis, testis and scrotum grow, and they
experience erections and wetdreams.
I know that the female body produces eggs as
part of the reproductive system. I know that
menustration is the process the female body
goes through to produce, release and remove an
egg within the reproductive system. I know the
parts of the female reproductive system including
ovaries and fallopein tubes. I understand what a
period is, why females have these and how to
deal with these.

Introduce 'Holes' Diary based Introduce 'Holes' Diary based Lizard Report
on book
on book
Fiction past papers
Non-fiction past papers
Fiction past papers

Lizard Report

Persuasion - Come to Camp
Green Lake
Poetry past papers

Persuasion - Come to Camp Green Lake

Non-fiction past papers

Statistics

Statistics

Geometry: Properties of
Shapes

Geometry: Properties of
Shapes

Geometry: Properties of
Shapes

Question

Where is Mexico?

What are the key features of
Mexico?

Why do people emmigrate
from Mexico?

Why are people treated
unfairly?

What are the challenges of
living in Mexico?

What are the challenges of living in Mexico?

Skills

I can use a range of
resources to locate key
places

I can compare the
characteristics of different
regions

I can explain why people
emmigrate from Mexico

I can give specific examples
of how people are treated
unfairly in Mexico

I can collect and analyse
information to draw
conclusions about Mexico

I can collect and analyse information to draw
conclusions about Mexico

Knowledge I know where Mexico is and
the capital city

I know the key features of
Mexico

I know the difference between I know why people might be
immigration and emmigration treated unfairly in Mexico

I know the climate differs
differs around the world and
affects lifestyles

I know the climate differs differs around the world
and affects lifestyles

Activity

Mapwork

Venn diagram to compare UK News report
and Mexico

Look at case scenarios and
discuss

Research and present

Research and present

Question

BELONGING continued
Is it OK to break a promise?

Who is worth more - a
supermarket worker or a
politician?

Why is justice so important?

Skills

I can discuss and apply my
own ideas about ethical
questions

I can discuss and apply my
own ideas about ethical
questions

I can discuss and apply my
own ideas about ethical
questions

I know how to discuss and
apply my own ideas about
ethical questions

I know how to discuss and
apply my own ideas about
ethical questions

How can I stand up for
myself?

How do I need if something
online is safe or not?

How can I keep myself safe online?

I can help myself and others
when worried about a mental I can recognise when I am
health problem
feeling those emotions and
have strategies to manage
them
Knowledge I know that people can get
I know how to take care of my I know that there are different
problems with their mental
mental health
stages of grief and that there
health and that it is nothing to
are different types of loss that
be ashamed of
cause people to grieve

I can demonstrate ways I
could stand up for myself and
my friends in situations where
others are trying to gain
power or control
I know how to recognise
when people are trying to
gain power or control

I can judge whether
something online is safe and
helpful for me

Question

How do you add the small
How will you use perspective, How do you edit your film?
details to yoor characters and direction and zoom in your
scene?
filming?

Skills
Knowledge

Science

Activity

Knowledge I know what the solar system I know how a day and year
is.
are calculated.
I know how to name the
I know how explain how the
planets in the solar system.
Earth’s orbit causes seasons
I know what gravity is.
I know that the pull of gravity
is the same in all directions
from the central core which
results in a sphere.

Writing

RE

Geography

MATHS

Readin
g

Computing 1

PSHE

Knowledge I know how to discuss and
apply my own ideas about
ethical questions

Activity

Discussion. Express opinions Discussion. Express opinions Discussion. Express opinions

Question

Why should I take care of my How can I take care of my
mental health?
mental health?

Skills

I can explain why it is
important to take care of my
mental health

How would you begin to plan
your own film?

How do you create the
charactersbfor your scene?

What is grief?

How do you create the
scenery and props for your
scene?

I know to resist pressure to
do something online that
might hurt myself or others

I can take responsibility for my own safety and
well-being
I know how to use technology positively and
safely to communicate with my friends and family

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

Computing 1

Skills

I can use appropriate
software and other tools
effectively to write a film
script.

Knowledge I know how to sequence
events onto a storyboard

Who was Frida Kahlo?

I can select, use and combine
the approriate technology
tools to create different
effects that will have an
impact on others
I know how to choose
equipment based on its
qualities to create props and
characters
Resource film props

I can combine a range of
media recognising the
contribution of each to
achieve a particular outcome

I can use video editing software to turn a film
project into a finished movie and present it.

I know how to use all the
different features of the
camera to create a desired
effect
Create a short film

I know how to edit

Edit film
Why do Mexicans wear Day of the Dead masks?

I can compare the work of
Frida Kahlo to van Gogh and
Picasso
Knowledge I know who Frida Kahlo was
and why she was important

I can choose a style of
drawing suitable to the work

I can use fabric paints to create a Day of the
Dead masks

activity

Factfile on Frida Kahlo and
her importance in the art
world?

Self portrait in pencil

Question

What different bird houses do How do I draw a design of a
different birds prefer?
bird house? What materials
could you use? How are
wooden pieces cut and joined
together?

What tools will I need to build Can you design a bird house
a bird house? What wood
for a specific bird?
work skills will I use? what
safety precautions will I
need?

How will I ensure accuracy
when constructing my bird
house? How will I decorate
my finished bird house?

Has my bird house been a success? Where in
the woods should it go?

Skills

I can investigate the purpose
and appearance of bird
houses

I can practise woodwork skills I can design a bird house for
a specific bird

I can follow my plan to
construct a bird house

I can evaluate my finished product

I know what flat pack
diagrams, 3d diagrams and
exploded diagrams are and
why
need
to use
Research what features
Fromdesigners
bird house
image,
draw
them before
constructing
different birds would need on design
(flat pack,
3D or a
product diagrams) and
their bird house
exploded
annotate how pieces are
joined together
Question
Skills
I can recall the names of
I can recall the names of
colours
colours
Knowledge I Know how to recall the
I Know how to recall the
names of colours
names of colours

I know what tools and
equipment are needed to
make objects with wood
Practise skills - marking out,
clamping, sawing, sanding,
using hand drill, nailing and
glueing

I know which wood work
techniques I will need to use

I know which elements have been successful
and which I could improve

Question
What is notation?
Skills
I can interpret simple
Knowledge Inotation.
know how to to identify
notation and use it to aid my
instrument playing.

Question
Skills

Art

How do you use proportion to What material would be best
section the face?
to use to replicate Frida
kahlo's style?

MUSIC

Plan a film script (Holes)

Question

I can select, use and combine
the approriate technology
tools to create different
effects that will have an
impact on others
I know how to choose
equipment based on its
qualities to create props and
characters
Resource film props

PE

Activity

I can select, use and combine
the approriate technology
tools to create different
effects that will have an
impact on others
I know how to choose
equipment based on its
qualities to create props and
characters
Resource film props

Design

Skills

I know how to use proprtion
to draw a face

I can draw diagrams and
include labels and
annotations

Knowledge I know that different birds
require different features

MFL

Activity

ROUNDERS
I can catch a ball in a range
of situations

Knowledge I know the rules of rounders

I can choose equipment for
its aesthetic and tactile
qualities
I know why an oil pastel may
be the best media and why

Experiment with different
media and maje comparison
with her work

Create self portrait in the style Create self portrait in the style Create Mexican Day of the Dead mask on face
of Frida Kahlo
of Frida Kahlo
mask

I know what requirements to
include?

Evaluation sheet

I can name parts of the body

Pick a bird to design bird
CONSTRUCTION DAY
house for and list
requirements. Complete
design plans - draw flat pack,
3D or exploded diagrams
I can name parts of the body I can name zoo animals

I know how to name parts of
the body

I know how to name parts of
the body

I know how to name zoo
animals

I know how to name zoo animals

What family does this
instrument
belong
to?rhythmic
I can perform
simple
melodic
on the
Iand
know
whichpatterns
family the
instrument.
chosen instrument belongs to
and name other instruments
in the same family

How could you develop your
skills
the chosen
I can on
perform
simple rhythmic
intrument?
melodic
on the
Iand
know
how topatterns
further develop
instrument.
my skills on the chosen
instrument.

What other strategies could
you
to help
you be
an
I canuse
perform
simple
rhythmic
independent
learner?
melodic
the
Iand
know
how topatterns
use theon
SPOT
instrument.
strategy to aid me in
becoming an independent
learner.

I can bowl and strike a ball

I can apply my skills to take
part in a small game

I can apply my skills to take
part in a small game

I know how to bowl and strike I know how to field tactically
a ball

I know how to apply my skills I know how to apply my skills
to take part in a small game
to take part in a small game

What are the indentifying
features
of thismy
instrument?
I can develop
through practice
Iperformance
know the indentifying
and
feedback.
features
of this instrument.

I can name zoo animals

Week 3
When was the miners' strike
and why did it happen?
Who was in charge?

Writing

Biography (Arthur Scargill)

Letters

Letters

Fiction
What is a fossil?
How do fossils tell us
information about the past?

Non-fiction
Fiction
Non-fiction
What are the effects of forces How do we represent circuits How can I separate
on mechanical systems?
in
materials?
a recorded diagram?

I can recognise that living
things have changed over
time and that fossils provide
information about livingthings
that inhabited the Earth
millions of years ago

Forces investigation I know how to use
my knowledge of pulleys,
gears magnets to create a
lifting machine which can lift the heaviest
weight?
I know how to apply my
knowledge of mechanical
systems and forces to
influence their effects and the
outcome

History

Week 2
What impact did coal mining
have on our local area?

Science R
ea
di
ng

summer Term
Question

Skills

Week 1
What was it like to work in a
coal mine in our area?
Why are the mines closed?

I can make assumptions and
ask questions based on
evidence

Knowledge I know what it was like to
work in a coal mine in our
area
Activity
Trip to National Coal Mining
Museum

Question

Skills

RE Geogra MATHS
phy

Knowledge I know what a fossil is and
how it can give information
about the past.

PSHE
Computing 1

Week 6

Letters

I can create a circuit by
following a diagram.

I can observe changes in the
solution over time noting
formation of crystals.

I know how to change the
output of
various components.
I know how the voltage of
cells affects
the brightness of a lamp and
the volume of a buzzer.
I know the symbols to
represent a simple circuit as a
diagram.

I know that evaporation and
condensation can be used to
separate materials.
I know how to explain
whether these changes are
reversible or
irreversible.
I know how to retrieve salt
from a solution.

How do people worship?

How do people worship?

I can explain how Jews pray

I can explain how nonreligious groups show acts of
kindness similar to acts of
worship
I know how non-religious
groups show acts of kindness
similar to acts of worship

Maths application and problem solving
Question
Skills
Knowledge
BELIEFS
Question
How do people worship?

Skills

How do people worship?

I can explain what it means to I can explain how Muslims
pray
pray

Knowledge I know I can pray if I need to

I know how Muslims pray

I know how Jews pray

Activity

Importance of prayer

Look at 5 daily prayers in
pillars of Islam.

Look at 3 daily prayers in
Judaism, book - siddur

Look at acts of kindness
shown by non-religious
groups. Explore
humanitarianism

Question

CHANGING ME

How will I change during
puberty?

How does a baby develop?

What is physical attraction
and how does it change
relationships?

Skills

I am aware of my own selfimage and how my body
image fits into that

I can express how I feel about I can recognise how I feel
the changes that will happen when I reflect on the
to me during puberty
development and birth of a
baby

Knowledge I know how to develop my
own self esteem

I know how girls’ and boys’
bodies change during puberty
and understand the
importance of looking after
yourself physically and
emotionally

I know how a baby develops
from conception through the
nine months of pregnancy,
and how it is born

Question

How can I search for
information?

How can I search for
information?

I can search a database
using < > = functions

I can search a database
using < > = functions

I know how to search a
database

I know to search a database

pupils and minibeasts
databases on j2e.com

countries database on j2e.
com

How can we use charcoal to
create effects?

How do we draw faces?

Skills

DATABASES
What is a database? How can
I search for information?
I can use the language of
databases

Knowledge I know what a database is

activity

Art

Week 4
Week 5
What impact did closing the
mines have on our local
area?
Is it fair
that the mines were closed?
I can select and use the most I can select and use the most I can critically analyse
appropriate source of
appropriate source of
historical events
evidence to gather
evidence to gather
information and recognise
information and recognise
bias
bias
I can ask and answer
questions based on evidence
I know what impact coal
I know when the miners'
I know what impact closing
mining had on our local area strike was and why it
the coal mines had on our
happened
local area
Watch interviews from
Look at evidence of the
How important coal mines
impact of mines closing - loss
were on local community and miners, police, NUM, Tories
of jobs, impact of families,
how it was the centre of local Debate - bias (miners v
police, NUM v Tories)
food banks, affect on childen
life (work, housing,
etc
Photos
socialising, families)
of different people (ex miner,
child of miner, wife,
policeman) - speech bubble
to fill in with how my life has
changed

Look at examples of
databases. Why are they
used? Label record, field etc

Who was Valerie Ganz?
I can comment on artworks
using visual language

I know how to search a reallife database
rightmove.co.uk role play
estate agents

I can combine skills learned
to create a miner in charcoal
I can understand how to draw I can draw faces using
using charcoal
proportion

Knowledge Who was Valerie Ganz?
When did she create her
artwork? How does her work
reflect her background? What
I know the the strengths and
significance did her work
difficulties of using charcoal.
have?

What are my feelings for
secondary school?

I can express how I feel about
my self-image and know how
to challenge negative
‘bodytalk’

I can identify what I am
looking forward to and what
worries me about the
transition to secondary school
/or moving to my next class.

I know how being physically I know about the importance
attracted to someone
of a positive self-esteem and
changes the nature of the
what I can do to develop it
relationship and what that
might mean about having a
girlfriend/boyfriend
I know that respect for one
another is essential in a
boyfriend/girlfriend
relationship, and that I should
not feel pressured into doing
How
do I use
a real-life
something
I don’t
want to
database to search for the
house I want to buy?
I can search a real-life
database

Question

Skills

Why is positive self-esteem
so important?

I know know how to prepare
myself emotionally for the
changes next year.

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11

PE

MUSIC

MFL Design

activity

Shade a sphere using
charcoal – hold charcoal
Look at the life of Valerie
correctly, create shadow and
Ganz and discuss her artwork highlights, blend using
of miners
fingertips

Question
Skills
Knowledge
Question
Skills
Knowledge I know how to use Spanish
verbs, quantifiers and
adjectives
Question
What is notation?
Skills
I can interpret simple
Knowledge notation.
I know how to identify
notation and use it to aid my
instrument playing.
Question
ATHLETICS
Skills
Can I sprint 80m?
Knowledge I can run as fast as I can for
I80m
know what a PB is (personal
best)

I know how to use Spanish
verbs, quantifiers and
adjectives
What are the indentifying
of thismy
instrument?
Ifeatures
can develop
performance through practice
and feedback.
I know the indentifying
features of this instrument.

Can I take part in a 60m relay
Irace?
can take part in a 60m relay
Irace
know the different ways my
team can get DQ'd (baton,
lane, false start etc)

Charcoal picture of miner

Sketch outline of miner’s face

I can say which hobbies I
like/don't like

I can say which hobbies I
like/don't like

I know how to say which
hobbies I like and don't like

I know how to say which
hobbies I like and don't like

What family does this
belong
to?rhythmic
Iinstrument
can perform
simple
melodic
the
Iand
know
how topatterns
identifyon
which
instrument.
family
the chosen instrument
belongs to and name other
instruments in the same
family

How could you develop your
on the chosen
Iskills
can perform
simple rhythmic
intrument?
and
melodic patterns on the
instrument.
I know how to further develop
my skills on the chosen
instrument.

What other strategies could
to help
you be
an
Iyou
canuse
perform
simple
rhythmic
independent
learner? on the
and
melodic patterns
Iinstrument.
know how to use the SPOT
strategy to aid me in
becoming an independent
learner.

How can I improve my
Iperformance?
can develop my
performance through practice
and feedback.
I know how to improve my
performance using different
strategies.

Can I take part in a standing
competition?
Ilong
canjump
participate
in a standing
jump
Ilong
know
howcompetition
a standing long
jump competition works

Can I take part in a triple
competition?
Ijump
can participate
in a triple
Ijump
knowcompetition
how a triple jump
competition works

Can I throw a shot put?
I can throw a 2.72kg shot put
I know all the aspects of a
shot put throw (stance,
technique, safety etc)

Can I take part in a howler
competition?
Ithrow
can participate
in a howler
Ithrow
knowcompetition
all the aspects of a
howler throw (stance,
technique, safety etc)

How can I improve my
Iperformance?
can develop my
performance through practice
and feedback.
I know how to improve my
performance using different
strategies.

